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12 wines to drink now—for full details, please see the relevant producer’s pages 
in our full offer.  

Mixed Case No 1: The Drinking Case 

Whites                                                                                                        £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

2017 Petit Chablis, Dom. Samuel Billaud                                                 13.00 

2017 Montagny, Dom. Jean-Marc Pillot  15.00 

2017 Saint Aubin ‘Champ Tirant’, Dom. Gerard Thomas et 
Filles  

19.00 

2017 Saint Véran ‘Les Créches’ 17.00 

2017 Mercurery Blanc ‘Les Chenaults’, Dom. Theulot-Juillot 18.00 

2017 Haute Cotes de Nuits Blanc, Dom. Bertrand Ambroise 16.00 

Reds                                                                                                           
 
 

2017 Santenay “Les Champs Claude Rouge” Dom. Jean-
Marc Pillot  

22.00 

2017 Givry 1er Cru ‘La Grande Berge’ Dom. Ragot 22.00 

2017 Bourgogne Pinot Noir, Dom. JJ Girard 13.00 

2017 Bourgogne Vielles Vignes, Dom. Bertrand Ambroise 15.00 

2017 Chorey-les-Beaune, Dom. Lécheneaut 26.00 

2017 Fixin, Dom. Michel Magnien 21.00 

Page 
number 
for full 
details 

P.6 

P.18 

P.21 

P.22 

P.26 

P.32 

 

P.18 

P.26 

P.30 

P.32 

P.36 

P.40 

 Total: 217.00 
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Mixed Case No 2: The Keeping Case 

12 wines to keep for a year or two —for full details, please see the relevant 
producer’s pages in our full offer.  

Whites                                                                                                        £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

2017 Chablis Grand Cru Valmur, Dom. Samuel Billaud 61.00 

2017 Chablis Grand Cru Bougros, Dom. Roy 34.00 

2017 Meursault 1er Cru ‘Les Perriéres’, Dom. Boyer-Martenot 68.00 

2017 Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru ‘Les Folatiéres, Dom. Jean-
Louis Chavy 

49.00 

2017 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er cru ‘Chenevottes’ Dom. 
Jean-Marc Pillot  

55.00 

2017 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er cru ‘La Maltroie’ Dom. 
Jouard  

47.00 

Reds                                                                                                           
 
 

2017 Mercurey 1er Cru ‘Combins’ Dom. Theulot-Juillot 22.00 

2017 Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er cru ‘Vaucrain’ Dom. Bertrand 
Ambroise 

58.00 

2017 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru ‘Les Chaumes’ Dom. Rion 51.00 

2017 Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru ‘Les Pruliers’ Dom. Gouges 76.00 

2017 Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes, Dom. Rossignol-
Trapet 

35.00 

2017 Vosne-Romanée Les Ormes, Dom. Jacques Cacheux 43.00 

Page 
number 
for full 
details 

P.6 

P.9 

P.11 

P.15 

P.18 

P.20 

 

P.27 

P.32 

P.34 

P.39 

P.41 

P.35 

 Total: 599.00 
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Samuel continues to cement his reputation as 
the greatest wine-maker in Chablis today.  His 
range of 2017s is a brilliant effort, the finest wines 
combining the richness of 2015 with the 
minerality of 2014; they will be delicious to drink 
young but will also age gracefully.  
Sadly, frost struck Chablis once again in April 
2017 and despite Samuel’s best efforts and 
sleepless nights burning candles in the vineyards, 
yields were significantly reduced in the northern 
half of the appellation.  We therefore have 
limited stocks available, so please don’t delay 
placing orders for the right bank premiers and 
grands crus. 

Samuel Billaud 

Samuel Billaud 

White                                                                                                       Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Petit Chablis                                                                                  SB1 13.00 70.00 

Samuel’s Petit Chablis makes a comeback after suffering from frost in 
2016.  From a single plot above grand cru Les Clos, this is every bit as 
good as most producers’ Chablis.  Vinified in 100% stainless steel to 
maximise the fruit and minerality.   
Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Chablis                                                                                          SB2  85.00 

Made from three parcels of vines in different sectors of the appellation, 
Les Pargues towards the village of Préhy, Les Cartes between the 
premiers crus of Vaillons and Montmains where the vines are 60 years 
old and Bas de Chapelots just below Montée de Tonnerre.  Ripe but 
crisp fruit, with considerably more depth and richness on the palate 
than most Chablis. 
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Chablis 1er Cru Vaillons                                                              SB3  132.00 

A crisp, floral wine from the stony soil in this premier cru vineyard south 
of the village.  Elegant and ripe, well balanced with good acidity and 
style.  More  forward than the other premiers crus.  Again, vinified    
exclusively in stainless steel vats to preserve the freshness of fruit.   
Drink 2019-2022.  
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White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Chablis 1er Cru Montmains                                                          SB5  132.00 

Samuel’s second vintage of this well-known premier cru on the left bank 
of the River Serein.  South-east facing with a rich, clay soil, the 50 year 
old vines give a rich, fleshy wine with a lovely juicy texture.   
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Chablis 1er Cru Séchet Vieilles Vignes                                       SB6  144.00 

A single 0.7 hectare plot of 70 year old vines planted on Samuel’s    
favourite  161-49 rootstock in the heart of premier cru Vaillons.  Has   
wonderful concentration and tremendous minerality.  The intensity of 
fruit and high acidity gives it the ability to age like a grand cru.   
Drink 2019-2023.  

  

Chablis 1er Cru Mont de Milieu                                                   SB7  144.00 

Made from vines as old as 83 years, this is Samuel’s most age-worthy  
premier cru. Tiny yield of 18hl/ha due to the April frost.  Fermented 80% 
in stainless steel and 20% in demi-muid.   
Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre                                          SB8  161.00 

Same vinification as the Mont de Milieu.  From a couple of parcels at 
different altitudes within Montée de Tonnerre; Chapelots near the base 
and Triangle higher up.  Samuel’s finest premier cru in 2017 with a 
magnificent combination of ripe fruit and thrilling acidity. 
Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Chablis Grand Cru Bougros                                                         SB9  311.00 

Fermented and aged for twelve months in two-years old, 450 litre casks 
from the tonnellerie Chassin, this will spend a second winter in stainless 
steel vats prior to bottling to extend the ageing on the fine lees without 
imparting additional oak flavours.  Rich with intense, ripe fruit and crisp 
acidity.  Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Chablis Grand Cru Valmur                                                         SB10 61.00 322.00 

Only one 228 litre barrel made of this splendid grand cru situated             
immediately to the west of Les Clos.  Crisp and mineral with mouth-
watering acidity allied to ripe, concentrated fruit.   
Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Chablis 1er Cru Fourneaux                                                           SB4   132.00 

The most easterly premier cru, located on a south-facing slope in the 
village of Fleys.  Plenty of sunshine gives the wine its richness, whilst the 
pure chalk soil contributes bite and minerality.  Made from 100% 
organically farmed grapes and vinified in stainless steel.   
Drink 2019-2022. 
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Jean-François Bordet can trace his family’s roots in        
Maligny back to 1590. The estate now comprises 19     
hectares situated on the right bank of the Serein 
where the rich kimmeridgian soils give the wines the 
minerality so typical of great Chablis.   
 
A new stainless steel winery was constructed for the 
2014 harvest and quality continues to improve. Jean-
François has a number of horizontal fermentation vats 
which give the wine more lees contact during        
maturation and adds complexity to the wines.     

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Petit Chablis                                                                                JFB1  55.00 

From a couple of plots of vines just above the winery in Maligny, this is a 
delicious, crisp and beautifully aromatic wine. Drink 2019-2020. 

  

Chablis                                                                                        JFB2  64.00 

Jean-François’ vines are all in the village of Maligny adjoining the     
famous premier cru Fourchaume. Vinified in stainless steel vats to    
preserve the maximum of fruit.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Chablis 1er Cru Fourchaume                                                    JFB3  99.00 

Fourchaume is wonderfully situated on the western end of the grands 
crus and its south-westerly exposure captures all the afternoon sun.  
Rich and opulent with beautiful, fresh, honeyed fruit.   
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

   

   

   

   

Chablis Grand Cru Vaudésir                                                     JFB5  196.00 

Fermented and aged for 10 months in 500 litre demi-muids of between 
two and four years of age.  Beautiful, pure fruit enhanced by just a 
touch of refined oak.  Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Domaine Séguinot-Bordet 

Jean-François Bordet 
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White                                                                                                       Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Chablis Coteaux de Fontenay                                                    RY1      74.00 

The estate owns 9 hectares of Chablis vines in the villages of Fontenay 
and Maligny.  Their Coteaux de Fontenay comes from the oldest vines 
in their best-sited vineyards adjacent to premier cru Fourchaume. 
Drink 2019-2021. 
 

  

Chablis 1er Cru Fourchaume                                                       RY2  129.00 

From 2 hectares of vines in this famous, sunny, south-west facing premier 
cru.  Fermented and aged for 12 months in stainless steel vats to       
maximise the expression of fruit.  Fine combination of ripe fruit and 
thrilling acidity.   
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Chablis Grand Cru Bougros                                                         RY3 34.00 179.00 

The domaine owns 3.5 hectares of this grand cru, planted in 1963. 
Vinified in stainless steel vats, with magnificent purity of fruit.  This is rich 
and concentrated, but finishes crisp and long.   
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

   

   

The Roy family have been vignerons in the village of 
Fontenay, just to the north of Chablis, for over 200 
years.  Today Claude Roy, together with his children 
David and Karine, farm 20 hectares of vines on the 
right bank of the River Serein.   
They are one of the largest owners of the grands 
crus including a magnificent 3.5 hectare plot in 
Bougros.  They have only recently begun to bottle a 
significant proportion of their harvest, having        
previously sold a majority in bulk to the negociants.  
They too suffered from frost in 2017 and no premier 
cru Vaulorent was made. 

Domaine Roy Karine Roy 
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Domaine Vincent Latour 
Vincent took over from his father Jean in 1998 
and now owns 11 hectares of vineyards in 
Meursault and Chassagne.   
 
As well as the more usual 228 and 600 litre barrels, 
Vincent has a range of 2,500 litre oak foudres 
which were made especially for him by the 
tonnellerie Rousseau in Gevrey-Chambertin.  
These larger casks give wines with greater 
freshness and minerality, a hallmark of the estate.   

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Meursault Cuvée Saint Jean                                                       VL1  178.00 

From three fine lieux-dits (Vireuils, Meix Sous Château & Crotots) in the 
heart of Meursault.  Vinified in a mixture of 228 litre pièces, 600 litre 
demi-muids and 2,500 litre foudres.  Rich and aromatic with a lovely, 
crystalline finish.   
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Meursault Narvaux                                                                      VL2  178.00 

A well structured, concentrated wine, providing excellent freshness 
and acidity thanks to its location high on the hill above premier cru 
Genevrières.   
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Meursault Grands Charrons                                                        VL3   185.00 

A large part of the domaine’s vines in Grands Charrons were planted 
in  the  1950s  and  the  resulting  wine  is  magnificently  rich  and 
concentrated.  
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot                                 VL4  251.00 

The domaine owns 0.22 hectares of this premier cru which lies just to 
the south of the village of Chassagne on the road to Santenay.  
Vinified in 2 pièces and 2 demi-muids.  Dense, rich and concentrated 
with a fine, lingering finish.   
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Meursault 1er Cru Poruzots                                                          VL5  279.00 

Vincent Latour is one of the largest land-owners (0.82 hectares) in this 
splendid premier cru, with vines planted between 1947 and 1991.  
Vinified in 228 litre oak barrels, of which 30% are new.  Rich and 
honeyed with fine freshness and minerality.   
Drink 2021-2024. 

  

  Vincent Latour  
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Domaine Yves Boyer-Martenot 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Bourgogne Chardonnay                                                              YB1  88.00 

From  vines  within  the  commune  of  Meursault  producing  a  rich, 
concentrated wine.  This is as good as many producers’ Meursault and 
provides excellent value.   
Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Meursault Cuvée Fernand Boyer                                                 YB2  186.00 

From four different parcels; Les Pelles, Sous la Velle, Moulin Landin and 
Pré de Manche.  Rich and generous, with fine purity of fruit.   
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Meursault Les Tillets                                                                       YB3  195.00 

One of the highest vineyards in Meursault,  an advantage in hot 
summers such as 2017.  Crisp, elegant wine with lovely length. 
Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Meursault Les Narvaux                                                                 YB4  195.00 

From high on the slope above premier cru Genevrières, this is crisp and 
mineral with excellent acidity.   
Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Meursault 1er Cru Les Charmes                                                   YB5  295.00 

Rich and honeyed but with fine freshness and minerality.  Absolutely 
delicious.   
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Meursault 1er Cru Les Perrières                                                    YB6 68.00 355.00 

The domaine’s finest premier cru.  Powerful yet restrained, this is more 
backward and deserves a year or two in bottle. 
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Vincent Boyer has taken over the running of this 
famous Meursault domaine from his father Yves 
and continues to make rich, honeyed Meursault 
that drinks well  relatively young.  However,  by 
picking earlier, the wines also have higher acidity  
and greater elegance and ageing potential.  This 
year,  Vincent has introduced 15 cement egg-
shaped vats into his cellar and part of the 2017 
crop will  spend a further six months ageing in 
concrete.  All the wines below, however, have 
been bottled after the customary 12 months in 
barrel.  Vincent Boyer  
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Jean-Baptiste started harvesting on the 30th     
August, three weeks earlier than in 2016.  Hot 
weather during the flowering period reduced the 
crop to below 50 hl/ha giving great                   
concentration to the wines. 
 
Jean-Baptiste now bottles his whites over a three 
month period from December to March choosing 
the optimum moment for each individual wine.  
An exemplary range of wines that are always 
amongst the very best in the village. 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Bourgogne Côte d’Or Chardonnay                                          MB1  95.00 

Jean-Baptiste can now label his Bourgogne with the addition of ‘Côte 
d’Or’ as his vines are all based in Meursault (60%) and Puligny (40%).  
This is a rich, stylish chardonnay of Meursault quality and offers 
exceptional value.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Meursault Les Grands Charrons                                                MB2  206.00 

From a fine east-facing plot just above the village.  Rich and honeyed 
with excellent acidity and length.  Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Meursault 1er Cru Blagny                                                          MB3  281.00 

An excellent premier cru high on the Meursault-Puligny border which 
gives the wine a fine combination of minerality and body.  Powerful, 
intense wine from vines planted in 1988 which are now in their prime.  
Drink 2020-2022. 

  

Meursault 1er Cru Genevrières                                                 MB4  328.00 

The domaine owns 0.5 hectares of this fine premier cru. The vines were 
planted in 1985 and 1989, just before Jean-Baptiste began to work with 
his father in 1990.  A rich, harmonious wine with a generous, silky 
texture.  Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champs Gains                     MB5  328.00 

Champs Gains lies above grand cru Chevalier-Montrachet and has 
much of the same class and finesse.  Beautifully fresh, ripe fruit with 
magnificent length on the finish.   
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Domaine Michel Bouzereau et Fils Jean-Baptiste Bouzereau 
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Domaine Henri Darnat 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Meursault Clos du Domaine                                                        HD1  169.00 

One of the very best village Meursaults, aged in 30% new oak casks 
from tonnellerie Cavin.  Henri specifies the tightly grained structure of 
Vosges oak as it marries well with his rich, intense wines. 
Drink 2020-2023. 
 

  

Puligny-Montrachet                                                                     HD2  196.00 

Aged in 25% new oak, this is crisper and more mineral than the 
Meursault.  Plenty of ripe fruit allied to fine acidity, this is quintessential 
Puligny that deserves a year or two in bottle but will be magnificent. 
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Meursault 1er Cru Clos Richemont                                             HD3  251.00 

A monopole of the domaine and the smallest premier cru of Meursault 
at just 0.74 hectares.  Made from 60 year old vines, this is rich and 
concentrated with opulent, honeyed fruit and an impressive, long finish. 
Drink 2020-2024.  

  

Henri Darnat and his wife Marion took over the 
family domaine in 2000. Since then, he has 
converted the estate to organic viticulture and 
established contracts with the owners of a further 
fifteen hectares to purchase their grapes.  Henri 
waits to pick until the grapes are at full ripeness 
and, in 2017, he started harvesting on the 11th 
September, a week later than many in the 
village.  This results in a richer, opulent style with 
delicious, honeyed fruit.  However, his old vines 
and careful vinification ensure that his wines also 
have excellent acidity, harmony and length on 
the finish. 

Henri Darnat 
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Brothers Alain and Jean-Louis divided the family 
domaine between themselves in 2003 and, ever 
since, have made very different styles of Puligny. 
Alain  likes  to  pick  early  (30th  August  to  4th 
September in 2017) to retain good acidity in the 
grapes.  The wines are then fermented and aged 
for twelve months in barrel followed by six months 
in stainless steel vats in the new cellar he built 
behind  his  house.  It’s  one  of  the  few 
underground cellars in Puligny and one of the 
coldest so the wines develop more slowly and 
require time in bottle to show at their best. 

Domaine Alain Chavy 

White                                                                                                       Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Puligny-Montrachet                                                                    AC1  208.00 

Nearly half the crop is now fermented and aged for twelve months in 
larger (450 litre) demi-muids rather than the traditional 228 litre pièces 
resulting in a leaner, less overtly oaky wine.  This has plenty of ripe, juicy 
fruit balanced by vibrant acidity.  Drink 2020-2022.  

  

Puligny-Montrachet Les Charmes                                             AC2  226.00 

Alain has 2 hectares of vines in this fabulous vineyard lying on the 
Puligny-Meursault border between Meursault 1er Cru Charmes and 
Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Referts.  Kept apart as it consistently 
produces a richer, more intense wine of premier cru quality. 
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Clavoillons                            AC3   294.00 

Just below Folatières on the slope, this is Alain’s most elegant premier 
cru. Fine, delicate texture allied to crisp  acidity. Quintessential Puligny. 
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Folatières                              AC4       294.00 

Alain is one of the largest land-owners in Les Folatières with 1.5 
hectares.  This is the richest premier cru in the range, with superb 
concentration of fruit.  Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Chevalier-Montrachet                                                               AC5  1624.00 

Just  two  barrels  made  of  this  supreme  grand  cru.   Bold  and 
concentrated with magnificent length on the finish.   
Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Alain and Corentin Chavy 
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Jean-Louis makes a more forward, fruitier style of 
Puligny than his brother Alain.  Jean-Louis picks a 
day or two later (1st  - 6th September in 2017) so 
the grapes are riper and the resulting wines are 
softer and rounder with lower acidity.  The wines 
are also bottled earlier, in 2017 fifteen months after 
the harvest.  Jean-Louis has recently introduced a 
few  350  litre  demi-muids  from Meursault-based 
tonnellerie Damy to his cellar.   
This is  a splendid source of ripe, fruity Puligny, 
delicious relatively early but with the balance to 
age well in the medium term. 

Domaine Jean-Louis Chavy 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Puligny-Montrachet                                                                    JLC1       168.00 

Fermented and aged in  20% new oak casks  from four  different 
tonnelleries; Damy, Remond, Gillet and Vicard.   A generous, fruity 
Puligny with a fine, silky texture.  Already drinking well, with good ageing 
potential over the next three years. 
Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Folatières                               JLC2 49.00 255.00 

A full-bodied, fleshy wine fermented in 25% new oak barrels. The 50 year 
old vines give a deep, intense flavour and rich, close-knit texture.   
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Jean-Louis Chavy 



��  

Sylvain & Béatrice Bzikot (pronounced BZee-cot)
own an impressive estate of 15 hectares in Puligny
-Montrachet. Sylvain’s grandfather arrived in 
Burgundy from Poland just before the second 
world war and steadily built up the estate in the 
post-war years when land was plentiful and 
cheap. For a long time, most of the crop was sold 
in bulk to the Burgundy négociants but now all is 
bottled at the domaine. The estate’s delicious 
Bourgogne Chardonnay is made from vines within 
the commune of Puligny but just too low on the 
slope to qualify for the appellation.  

Domaine Bzikot Père et Fils 

Sylvain and Béatrice Bzikot 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Bourgogne Chardonnay                                                             BZ1       74.00 

Fermented  partly  in  barrel  and  partly  in  stainless  steel  vats,  this 
combines vibrant fruit with the richness and minerality of a fine Puligny.  
Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Meursault                                                                                      BZ2  169.00 

Only four barrels made of this fine Meursault of which 25% are new oak.  
This  is  rich  and opulent  with  a  fuller,  broader  texture  than  the 
domaine’s Pulignys.  Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet                                                                     BZ3  180.00 

Sylvain uses 20-25% new oak for his Puligny with both 228 litre pièces 
and 400 litre demi-muids from tonnelleries Taransaud, Seguin-Moreau, 
Berthomieu and Meyrier.   Beautifully  fresh  and precise  with  fine 
harmony and class.  Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet La Rousselle                                               BZ4       205.00 

The domaine own a third of a hectare of this fine vineyard which lies 
immediately below premiers crus Perrières and Referts.  The stoney soil 
and  excellent  drainage  gives  a  wine  with  extra  weight  and 
concentration. 
Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Folatières                                BZ5       281.00 

The richest wine in the cellar.  Splendid, honeyed fruit, bursting with 
freshness.  Tremendously aromatic with real generosity on the palate 
and a long aftertaste.  Drink 2019-2023. 
 

  



 �� 

Jacques Carillon continues to make a brilliant 
range of Puligny, as good as any in the village.  
He started picking much earlier in 2017, on the 1st 
September  and had finished by the 7th.  
 
Jacques believes the 2017s combine the richness 
of the 2015 vintage with the crisp minerality of the 
2016s. Unfortunately poor flowering in the premier 
crus reduced yields to below those of the 2016 
crop so availability is more restricted than usual. 

Domaine Jacques Carillon 

White                                                                                                   Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

ESTIMATED 

Puligny-Montrachet                                                                    JC1  249.00e 

Jacques has vines in nine different climats around the village and 
vinifies the wine in 15% new oak barrels, principally from the tonnellerie 
de Mercurey.  Has the concentration and intensity of flavour of other 
producers’ premiers crus.  Fantastic quality.  Drink 2020-2022. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Macherelles                   JC2  327.00e 

The domaine’s only premier cru in Chassagne.  Situated just above the 
village where the clay soil gives a rounder, fleshier wine.  More forward 
than the Puligny premiers crus and great value.   Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champs Canet                     JC3  418.00e 

The most accessible of the Puligny premiers crus when young but the 
old vines dating from 1972 give a rich, concentrated wine that ages 
magnificently.  Open and aromatic with great length.  Drink 2021-2024. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Perrières                                 JC4  418.00e 

The deeper, stonier soil and 38 year old vines give a powerful wine, 
denser and tighter-knit than the Champs Canet, with fine minerality. 
Drink 2021-2025. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Referts                                    JC5  418.00e 

Combines the strength of Perrières with the finesse of Champs Canet.  
Made from 45 year old vines, this has tremendous depth and fine 
ageing ability.  Drink 2021-2025. 

  

Bienvenues-Bâtard-Montrachet                                                JC6  2171.00e 

Only two barrels made of this magnificent grand cru.  Aged in one new 
and one two year old cask from the tonnellerie de Mercurey where 
Jacques specifies a long,  lighter toast.   Rich and succulent,  with 
tremendous concentration of flavour.  Drink 2021-2026.  

  

Jacques Carillon 



��  

Jean-Marc’s 2017 crop is more plentiful after being 
badly hit by frost in 2016 when he lost all his premier 
cru Chenevottes and picked only 20% of a normal 
crop in most of his other vineyards.   
Jean-Marc aims to make a rich yet elegant style of 
Chassagne; the long, cool fermentations are 
followed by 12 months ageing in cask and a further 
6 months in stainless steel.  As well as his fabulous 
Chassagnes, Jean-Marc produces particulalrly fine 
Montagny and Saint Romain that offer great value 
alternatives. 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Bourgogne Chardonnay Le Haut des Champs                         JP1  76.00 

From a small plot of old vines near Jean-Marc’s cellar.  Vinified in 
stainless steel to retain the purity of fruit.  One of the finest examples of 
a generic Bourgogne Chardonnay.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Montagny                                                                                      JP2 15.00 81.00 

Jean-Marc buys grapes from Stéphane Aladame in Montagny and 
vinifies them in Chassagne.  Fresh and aromatic with ripe, juicy fruit on 
the palate.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Saint Romain La Périère                                                               JP3   117.00 

Situated just above Meursault and Auxey-Duresses, Saint Romain 
boasts excellent value wines.  The higher altitude gives this wine its 
freshness and vibrant acidity.  Drink  2019-2022. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet                                                              JP4  196.00 

Jean-Marc’s vines are situated just below grand cru Bienvenues-Bâtard
-Montrachet and this continues to be one of the best Chassagnes in 
the village.  Rich and fruity with just the right amount of new oak.  Full-
bodied and satisfying.  Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet Les Noyers Bret                                          JP5  213.00 

From a single climat between the village and the grand cru vineyards. 
The chalkier soil results in a firmer, more mineral wine than the 
Chassagne.  Impressive intensity and length on the finish.   
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Baudines                         JP6  289.00 

At the southern end of the appellation, bordering Santenay.  The soil 
has a high clay content and as a result gives a rich, fleshy wine whilst 
the altitude lends crisp minerality.  Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Domaine Jean-Marc Pillot Jean-Marc Pillot 
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White                                                                                                        Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chenevottes                    JP7 55.00 289.00 

Excellent premier cru overlooking Le Montrachet and planted with 
some of the domaine’s oldest vines dating from the 1950s.  Fermented 
in 30% new oak barrels, this has impressive concentration and a long 
aftertaste.  Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Vergers                             JP8  289.00 

Vergers lies just above Chenevottes and the higher altitude results in a 
crisper, leaner wine.  Delicate and fresh with a persistent finish. 
Drink 2020-2024.   

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Caillerets                          JP9  306.00 

Consistently one of the finest premiers crus of the village, situated mid-
slope where the drainage and exposition is at its best.  Concentrated 
wine with a long, intense finish.  Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru  Vergers  Clos  Saint  Marc                   JP10  349.00 

From a small walled vineyard of 100 year old vines within premier cru 
Vergers.  Wonderfully rich and concentrated.   Drink 2020-2025. 

  

Corton-Charlemagne                                                                 JP11                                                                       689.00 

Jean-Marc makes just one barrel of this famous grand cru at the 
northern end of the Côte de Beaune.  Rich and intense with beautiful, 
honeyed fruit and crisp acidity.  Drink 2020-2025. 

  

Chevalier-Montrachet                                                                JP12  1708.00 

Situated immediately above Le Montrachet, the higher altitude gives 
additional bite and minerality to the wine.  Spectacular, concentrated 
flavours with a tremendously long finish.  Drink 2021-2025. 

  

Red                                                                                                              

Santenay Les Champs Claude Rouge                                      JP13 22.00 114.00 

Fine vineyard for red wine which adjoins Chassagne-Montrachet 1er 
Cru Morgeot.  Has the typical sturdiness of Santenay tempered by the 
generous fruitiness and finesse of a fine Chassagne.  Lovely red fruits on 
both nose and palate, beautifully ripe and fresh.  Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet Mes Vieilles Vignes Rouge               JP14  126.00 

From a number of plots to the south of the village where there is more 
clay in the soil which suits pinot noir better than chardonnay.  This has 
beautiful, scented red fruit aromas, a ripe, generous texture and a 
lovely, fresh finish.  Drink 2020-2024. 

  



��  

Vincent Jouard looks after the vines whilst brother 
François takes charge of the cellar.  Having been 
affected by frost in 2016, 2017 sees a welcome 
return to a full cellar.  Picked between 3rd and 11th 
September, this is an exemplary range of 
Chassagne that shows the diversity and quality of 
the appellation.  Averaging 13% alcohol, they are 
fresh and generous with a lovely, succulent texture.  
François continues to fine-tune the oak regime, 
using more Allier oak than in the past, essentially 
reserving the use of the stronger Vosges oak for the 
more structured wines (Morgeot and Maltroie). 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Chassagne-Montrachet Vieilles Vignes                                    VJ1  170.00 

This is made from the oldest (50+ years ) vines in three of the domaine’s 
best plots; Plante du Gaie, Clos Devant and Meix Goudard.  As fine as 
most producers’ premiers crus with splendid, honeyed fruit allied to 
crisp acidity.  Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champs Gains               VJ2  239.00 

Aged in 25% new barrels, made from exclusively Allier oak at the local 
tonnellerie Chassin in Chagny.  This always shows well when young with 
ripe, generous fruit and a delicious, fresh finish.  Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru La Maltroie                            VJ3 47.00 248.00 

Rich, concentrated wine with more body and structure.  Partly aged in 
Vosges which is ideally suited to such a powerful wine.  Drink 2020-2022. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Chenevottes                         VJ4  248.00 

Splendid north-east facing premier cru overlooking Le Montrachet.  
Rich and concentrated with fine, balancing acidity.  Drink 2020-2022.  

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot Les Fairendes         VJ5  256.00 

From Les Fairendes, the best part of Morgeot.  Bold, powerful and, like 
La Maltroie, aged partly in Vosges oak.  Drink 2020-2022. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Chaumées ‘Clos de la Truffière’  VJ6  264.00 

The domaine’s finest premier cru, high on the slope at the northern end 
of the appellation.  Crisp and intense with fine, complex flavours and  
splendid length on the finish.  Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Bâtard-Montrachet                                                                      VJ7  1029.00 

Magnificent, rich, concentrated wine aged in 50% new oak from 
tonnellerie Chassin.  Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Domaine Vincent et François Jouard François Jouard 
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Domaine Gérard Thomas et Filles 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Saint Aubin Champ Tirant                                                            GT1 19.00 98.00 

Champ Tirant lies adjacent to premier cru Les Castets.  Vinified in 20% 
new oak barrels, this has a lovely, rich texture and provides premier cru 
quality at a village price.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Saint Aubin 1er Cru Murgers des Dents de Chien                     GT2   122.00 

Adjacent to Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru La Garenne, these vines are  
high in altitude where the temperatures are cooler.  Ripe, stone fruits 
are complemented by excellent acidity.  Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet Le Trézin                                                       GT3  169.00 

Le Trézin is the highest vineyard in Puligny; the grapes ripen slowly and 
maintain excellent acidity.  Elegant, mineral Puligny.  Drink 2020-2022. 

  

Meursault 1er Cru Blagny                                                             GT4  199.00 

Blagny lies high on the slope on the Meursault-Puligny border and, as a 
result, the wines combine the richness of Meursault with the austerity of 
Puligny.  A beautiful, harmonious wine and brilliant value.   
Drink 2020-2022. 

  

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chenevottes                    GT5  199.00 

This fine, east-facing premier cru gives a rich yet crisp wine with plentiful, 
honeyed fruit, fresh acidity and a touch of toasty oak.  Drink 2020-2022. 

  

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru La Garenne                                   GT6  201.00 

The highest premier cru in Puligny and the last plot to be harvested, 
resulting in a wine with highly desirable acidity. Vibrant, juicy fruit and 
excellent length on the finish.  Drink 2020-2023. 

  

The day-to-day running of this fine domaine is 
now in the highly capable hands of Gérard’s 
two daughters, Anne and Isabelle.  Their 
technical training has resulted in fresher, purer 
wines with more precise flavours. All the wines 
are now barrel-fermented and the quality of 
the Saint Aubin Champ Tirant has improved 
tremendously as a result. Les Murgers des 
Dents de Chien, situated just a few hundred 
metres above Le Montrachet itself, remains 
one of the bargains of the Côte de Beaune, 
offering Puligny quality at a Saint Aubin price. 

Gérard Thomas and his 
daughters, Anne and Isabelle 
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Roger  and  Christine  Saumaize  run  the  finest 
estate of Vergisson in the heart of the Pouilly-
Fuissé appellation.  Their 14 hectare domaine is 
cultivated bio-dynamically and the wines are 
vinified in the underground cellar adjacent to 
their house at the top of the village. Since 1985, 
Roger has been using barrels from tonnelleries 
Damy and Dargaud, his favourite casks being 
made by Dargaud from oak originating in the 
forest of Jupilles in  central France.   
Low yields due to the dry summer in 2017 and an 
early harvest, commencing on August 27th.  The 
resulting wines are rich, sunny and aromatic. 

Domaine Saumaize-Michelin 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Mâcon Villages                                                                           SM1  70.00 

From a parcel of old vines in the village of Bussière.  Vinified 25% in 
stainless steel vats and 75% in oak barrels and demi-muids.  Fresh and 
generous, this is absolutely delicious and ideal for drinking young.  
Drink 2019-2020. 

  

Saint Véran                                                                                  SM2  78.00 

From vines in the villages of Davayé and Vergisson, vinified entirely in 
228 litre pièces, of which 10% were new. Lovely, honeyed fruit and a 
touch of gentle oak.  Drink 2019-2020. 

  

Mâcon-Vergisson Sur La Roche                                                SM3  82.00 

This comes from the part of the Clos sur la Roche vineyard which      
extends just outside the Pouilly-Fuissé appellation.  Fermented and 
aged for twelve months in 228 litre barrels.  Crisp and pure with great 
vitality.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Viré-Clessé                                                                                  SM4  86.00 

A relatively new appellation further north in the Mâconnais where the 
climate is cooler.  The quality and value of the wines is excellent and 
the best examples are tremendous bargains.  This has a lovely 
combination of ripe fruit and fresh acidity.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Saint Véran Les Crèches                                                            SM5 17.00 88.00 

A splendid vineyard in the neighbouring village of Davayé, just a few 
kilometres east of Vergisson in the heart of the Saint Véran appellation.  
Rich and honeyed, this is better than most Pouilly-Fuissé and is 
consequently tremendous value.  Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Roger Saumaize  
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White                                                                                                       Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Pouilly-Fuissé Esprit Minéral                                                         SM6  101.00 

A selection of the crisper wines produced on the estate.  Excellent 
vitality with a winning combination of ripe fruit and thrilling acidity.   
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Pouilly-Fuissé Pentacrine                                                             SM7  108.00 

Named after the star-shaped fossils found in the chalk soils of the Roche 
of Vergisson.  The old vines add depth and richness whilst the chalk soil 
brings freshness and length to the finish.   
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Pouilly-Fuissé Vignes Blanches                                                   SM8  111.00 

From the finest terroirs of Vergisson, the highest village within the Pouilly-
Fuissé appellation.  Brilliant precision; intense, pure fruit allied to crisp 
acidity and tremendous minerality on the finish.   
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Pouilly-Fuissé Les Ronchevats                                                     SM9  120.00 

More clay in the soil here giving a deeper, fatter, richer wine.  Lovely, 
generous texture with just the right amount of oak.  A little closed at 
present but with great potential.   
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Pouilly-Fuissé Les Courtelongs                                                  SM10  125.00 

A rare, north-facing vineyard where the fruit ripens later and retains 
more acidity, an advantage in hot summers such as 2017.  Crisp and 
mineral with tremendous length on the finish.  A great success.   
Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Pouilly-Fuissé Clos Sur La Roche                                               SM11  125.00 

The Saumaizes own 1.65 hectares of this superb vineyard situated 
behind their  cellar on the Roche of Vergisson.  The vines range from 30 
to 90 years of age and give a magnificent wine which combines power 
and elegance.    
Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Pouilly-Fuissé Les Crays                                                             SM12  125.00 

One of the most complete wines in the cellar.  The product of a 
complex limestone terroir, this is rich and concentrated with marked 
minerality and great persistence on the finish.   
Drink 2019-2023. 
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Christophe Thibert and his sister Sandrine run this 
fine estate.  Their cellars are based in Fuissé but 
the 30 hectares of vines are spread over the 
neighbouring appellations of Pouilly-Fuissé, Pouilly
-Vinzelles, Pouilly-Loché and Saint Véran.   2017 
was a hot, dry summer and, as a result, they 
started harvesting relatively early, on the 25th 
August  and finished on the 12th  September.  
Vinification is in a mixture of small oak barrels and 
demi-muids from François Frères, as well as a 
number of larger oak foudres and stainless steel 
vats.  

Domaine Parisse 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Mâcon-Fuissé                                                                              PA1  72.00 

From vines in the village of Fuissé but lying just outside the Pouilly-Fuissé 
appellation.  By picking early and vinifying 90% in stainless steel and just 
10% in barrel, Christophe managed to preserve tremendous freshness 
and vitality.  This has delicious, ripe fruit allied to crisp acidity. 
Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Saint Véran                                                                                  PA2  89.00 

Vines from two villages in the south of the appellation; Leynes and 
Chasselas. Vinified 80% in stainless steel and 20% in wood.  This has 
masses of ripe, juicy fruit and crunchy acidity. 
Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Pouilly-Loché                                                                               PA3  99.00 

At only 32 hectares in total, this is the smallest and hence least known 
of the Pouilly appellations but often offers the best value as a result.  A 
little less powerful than the domaine’s Pouilly-Fuissé but has a delightful 
freshness and lovely, succulent texture.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Pouilly-Fuissé                                                                                PA4  106.00 

Made from the domaine’s 60 year old vines.  Fermented and aged 
entirely in oak, including 5% new, small oak barrels to add just a hint of 
spice.  Rich and full-bodied with lovely, honeyed fruit and a delicious, 
succulent texture.  
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Sandrine Thibert-Needham 
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The Berthenets have been growing grapes in 
Montagny-lès-Buxy,  in  the  heart  of  the 
Chalonnais, for over 400 years but it is only in the 
past decade that François Berthenet has been 
bottling the majority of the wine at the domaine.  
Most of the wines are vinified in stainless steel 
vats to preserve the maximum of fruit. However, 
Les Coères, from a wonderful south-west facing 
chalky vineyard, is 100% barrel-fermented.  In 
contrast to most of Burgundy, in 2017, following 
one  of  the  driest  summers  on  record,  they 
harvested 20% less than in 2016, giving the wines 
added depth and concentration. 

Domaine Berthenet 

White                                                                                                       Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Montagny Tête de Cuvée                                                            BE1  60.00 

A delightful example of un-oaked chardonnay.  Selected from the best 
sites of the estate this has beautiful, fresh fruit on the nose, a rich, gener-
ous texture  and lovely, crisp acidity on the finish. 
Drink 2019-2020. 

  

Montagny Les Coères                                                                   BE2  67.00 

Most of Les Coères is classified as premier cru, but in the 1930s when the 
appellation was created, the Berthenet vines were not.  However, the 
vines have consistently produced a wine of premier cru quality and 
François always vinifies it separately.  The wine is fermented and aged 
for ten months in 228 litre oak barrels, of which 7% are new, sourced 
principally from the Billon tonnellerie in Beaune.  A full-bodied, rich wine 
that has just the right amount of oak and a splendid, long, complex 
aftertaste.   Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Montagny 1er Cru Saint Morille                                                   BE3  71.00 

A splendid premier cru high on the slope at 375 metres altitude.  It is 
always the last vineyard to be harvested and the fruit retains fine acidity 
which reinforces the vitality derived from the high chalk content in the 
soil.  Vinified in stainless steel vats to preserve the vibrancy of the fruit, 
the wine has a fine, mineral streak and a thrilling aftertaste.   
Drink 2019-2021. 

  

François Berthenet 
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White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Givry Champ Pourot                                                                   NR1  87.00 

From a single climat in the village of Poncey where the soil is chalkier 
and  the  best  white  Givry  is  made.   Nicolas  ferments  using  a               
combination  of  large  oak  foudres  and  classic  228  litre  pièces.  
Aromatic with juicy, round fruit on the palate and a long, fresh finish.  
Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Red    

Givry Vieilles Vignes                                                                   NR2  97.00 

Aged in 228 litre oak barrels, of which one third are new.  Lovely, pure, 
red fruits on both nose and palate.  Silky, smooth texture with fine,     
delicate tannins and attractive, ripe aftertaste.   
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Givry Teppe des Chenèves                                                        NR3   111.00 

A new site in the north of the appellation and at higher altitude.        
Nicolas planted 0.7 hectares of pinot noir in 2010 and despite the   
relative youth of the vines, has made a beautiful, classic, aromatic 
wine with splendid richness and generosity.  Aged in 40% new oak 
barrels which have added both class and structure.  Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Givry 1er Cru La Grande Berge                                                 NR4 22.00 116.00 

The domaine owns a substantial 2.14 hectares of this fine premier cru 
just above the village of Poncey.  Aged in 40% new oak, this is rich and 
gutsy, with the concentrated, ripe fruit balanced by fine acidity.   
Drink 2020-2025. 

  

One of the very finest family domaines in Givry, 
run since 2008 by Nicolas Ragot.  He has taken 
the  estate  to  new  heights,  extending  the 
vineyards, constructing a new vat house and 
eliminating the use of chemical herbicides. 
Today,  the  estate  comprises  9  hectares  of 
which  70%  is  red  Givry  including  the  fine 
premier cru La Grande Berge.  Winemaking is 
traditional;  all  the  fruit  is  destemmed  and 
fermentation is in stainless steel vats followed by 
twelve  months  ageing in  small  French oak 
barrels  from the tonnelleries  Taransaud and 
Hermitage.  

 Domaine Ragot Nicolas Ragot 
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Nathalie Theulot inherited her share of the 
Juillot family domaine in 1987 and is today 
ably assisted by her husband Jean-Claude 
Theulot.   Their  estate  encompasses  10 
hectares  of  red  and  white  Mercurey. 
Harvesting  is  by  hand,  the  fruit  is  100% 
destemmed,  given  a  light  crushing  and 
cooled to 10C for  4-5  days  before  being 
fermented at a maximum of 30C.  Ageing is 
for 12 to 15 months in barrels from Tonnellerie 
de Mercurey and Seguin-Moreau for the red 
wines, and Damy for the white.  

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Mercurey Les Chenaults blanc                                                     TJ1 18.00 93.00 

90% vinified in french oak casks of between 450 and 500 litres from 
Damy with just 10% kept in stainless steel to retain a little extra crispness 
and vitality.  A delicious, harmonious wine.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Red    

Mercurey Vieilles Vignes                                                               TJ2  93.00 

A blend of fruit from three lieux-dits; Clos Laurent, Vaux and Montelons.  
80% aged in barrel with 20% kept in tank.  Generous, red fruits on the 
nose and a lovely, succulent texture.  Drink 2020-2023.  

  

Mercurey 1er Cru Champs Martin                                                TJ4  111.00 

The most accessible of the estate’s premiers crus.  This is rich and fruity 
with an open, succulent texture and excellent length on the finish.   
Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Mercurey 1er Cru Combins                                                           TJ5 22.00 114.00 

The deeper clay soil gives a firmer, more structured wine and the 
southerly exposure adds ripeness resulting in rich fruit and fine tannins.   
Needs longer to open up but will be delicious.  Drink 2021-2025. 

  

Mercurey 1er Cru Cailloute                                                          TJ6  118.00 

A monopole of the domaine on a south-east facing slope just above 
premier cru Combins.  Lovely purity of fruit and an impressive, close-knit 
texture.  Drink 2021-2025. 

  

Mercurey Château Mipont                                                           TJ3  100.00 

0.6 hectare plot in the centre of the village.  Planted in 1963, the old 
vines give a dense, rich red wine of premier cru quality.  Great value.   
Drink 2020-2024. 

  

 Domaine Theulot-Juillot 

Jean-Claude & Nathalie Theulot 
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Château de Chamirey, owned by 
the Devillard family, is the leading 
estate in  Mercurey.  The domaine 
comprises 37 hectares of vines, much 
of which is premier cru including the 
monopoles of La Mission and Les 
Ruelles.  Based in the south-eastern 
sector of the appellation and 
blessed with a wide variety of chalk 
as well as clay soils, the Château de 
Chamirey is unusual in producing fine 
white as well as red Mercurey.  

Château de Chamirey  

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Mercurey Blanc                                                                          CC1  115.00 

Vinifed 50% in stainless steel vats, 25% in new oak barrels and 25% in 1-2 
year old barrels.  Sweet and juicy with generous, ripe fruit on the 
palate, this is one of the very finest white wines of the appellation, 
delicious young but with the ability to age gracefully. 
Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Red        

Mercurey Rouge                                                                         CC3  115.00 

The Devillards declassify three of their best premier crus (Sazennay, 
Clos l’Evêque and Champs Martin) into this wine.  A lovely mixture of 
red and black fruits, this is rich and generous with a lovely, succulent 
texture and fine, ripe tannins. 
Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Mercurey En Pierrelet                                                                 CC2  141.00 

Most of the fruit from this fine climat is incorporated into the Mercurey 
blanc but the oldest vines are vinified separately as they have for 
many years produced a sensational wine, often of premier cru quality.  
The 2017 is no exception with the same generosity but extra bite and 
structure that will guarantee additional ageing potential.   
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Mercurey 1er Cru Clos des Ruelles                                           CC4  170.00 

This superb premier cru of 2.4 hectares is a monopole of the estate.  
The red clay soil with its high iron content gives a firmer, more tannic 
wine that requires patience but repays keeping.  Drink 2021-2026.  

  

Amaury, Aurore  
& Bertrand Devillard 
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Red                                                                                                      Bin no.            £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Volnay 1er Cru En Caillerets                                                        PD1  325.00 

The best known premier cru of Volnay.  Beautiful, pure fruit, truly        
harmonious with delicate, ripe tannins.  Drink 2022-2027. 

  

Volnay 1er Cru Clos de la Bousse d’Or                                      PD2                            385.00 

A monopole of the domaine and the one from which it takes its name.  
Aged in barrel, this is dense and rich with extra structure and tannin.  
Finishes long and sweet.  Drink 2023-2028. 

  

Volnay 1er Cru Clos des 60 Ouvrées                                          PD3  392.00 

2.4 hectare enclave in the heart of Les Caillerets.  The stony soil gives 
great depth and concentration.  Rich and intense.  Drink 2024-2029. 

  

Corton Bressandes                                                                        PD4  443.00 

The domaine acquired their 0.48 ha parcel of this fabulous grand cru 
from Jaboulet-Vercherre in 1998.  Dense, rich and concentrated.  More 
backward than the Volnays but with great ageing potential.   
Drink 2025-2030. 

  

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Feusselottes                                 PD5  520.00 

Beautiful Chambolle with seductive, red fruits, a dash of toasty oak and 
a sweet, succulent finish.  Drink 2024-2029. 

  

Clos de La Roche                                                                          PD6  1369.00 

Magnificent, powerful wine.  Plenty of muscle but with fine harmony 
and sweet tannins.  Finishes long and fresh.   
Drink 2024-2030. 

  

This 17.5 hectare estate has been owned since 
1997 by Patrick Landanger and in 2009, with the 
acquisition of the Domaine Moine-Hudelot, he 
added a glittering array of premiers and grands 
crus in Chambolle-Musigny and Morey Saint 
Denis to the original holdings in Volnay. Régisseur      
Hubert Rossignol continues to run the entire     
estate biodynamically and has purchased      
additional 800 litre clay amphorae in which he 
has aged part of the Volnay premiers crus. 

Domaine de La Pousse d’Or Patrick Landanger 
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Jean-Jacques runs the family domaine with his wife 
Agnès and sons Vincent and François.  Over the 
past fifteen years, he has built the estate up to  
twenty hectares of vines stretching from Corton in 
the north to Volnay in the south.   Following the   
construction of a new winery, the whites are now 
fermented and aged in  their  own  temperature   
controlled cellar allowing greater precision in the 
vinification.   In  2017,  Jean-Jacques  picked  the 
whites relatively early and quickly, on 5th and 6th 
September in  order  to retain vital  acidity,  whilst    
delaying  the  red  wine  harvest  to  to  take  full          
advantage  of  the  magnificent  September         
weather. 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Bourgogne Chardonnay Combe d’Orange                            JG1  65.00 

A splendid vineyard, just above the premiers crus of Savigny, and a 
monopole of the domaine.  Planted in the 1990s, the vines are now in 
their prime and giving rich, juicy, aromatic wines with plenty of ripe 
fruit.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Pernand-Vergelesses Les Belles Filles                                       JG2  113.00 

Well-sited climat just opposite grand cru Corton-Charlemagne.  The 
similar, chalky, limestone soil gives a distinct crispness to the wine.  Has 
lovely, honeyed fruit allied to fine acidity.  Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Savigny Lès Beaune blanc                                                         JG3  116.00 

From a cooler section of the appellation, high up above the village, 
where Jean-Jacques planted chardonnay for the first time in the 
1980s.  The vines are now over thirty years old and give a rich,  
concentrated wine with fine depth and minerality. Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Pernand-Vergelesses 1er Cru Sous Frétille                               JG4  150.00 

South-facing premier cru situated above the village of Pernand and  
overlooking the hill of Corton.  Combines rich, opulent fruit with thrilling 
minerality.  The equal of many a Corton-Charlemagne and at a 
fraction of the price.  Drink 2019-2023. 

  

Corton-Charlemagne                                                                 JG5  600.00 

From the south-facing section of Charlemagne in the commune of 
Aloxe-Corton.  A complete wine; intense, honeyed fruit, tremendous 
depth, a generous dose of new oak and a long aftertaste. 
Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard Jean-Jacques Girard 
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Red                                                                                                       Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Savigny Lès Beaune rouge                                                          JG6  95.00 

This is a fine combination of soft, red fruit from the Beaune side of the 
village and a richer, more tannic structure from the vines near Aloxe-
Corton. Drink 2020-2024.  

  

Pernand-Vergelesses 1er Cru Les Fichots                                  JG7  129.00 

Fine premier cru on an east-facing slope adjoining Aloxe-Corton.  The 
clay soil gives a full-bodied, firm wine with more guts and tannin than 
the domaine’s Savigny premiers crus.  Drink 2020-2025. 

  

Savigny Lès Beaune 1er Cru Les Peuillets                                  JG8  133.00 

Adjacent to Beaune 1er Cru Clos du Roi, this shares the same terroir.  
Impressive, rich, juicy fruit allied to ripe tannins.  Drink 2020-2025. 

  

Savigny Lès Beaune 1er Cru Les Serpentières                           JG9                               133.00 

South-facing hillside close to the village.  The warm, sunny exposition 
gives a rich, generous wine with masses of red and black fruits. 
Drink 2020-2025. 

  

Savigny Lès Beaune 1er Cru Les Narbantons                          JG10  150.00 

Quintessential Savigny; sweet and generous on both nose and palate.  
Has real succulence and finishes with lovely, fresh acidity.   
Drink 2020-2025. 

  

Beaune 1er Cru Clos du Roi                                                       JG11  150.00 

Clos du Roi is situated at the northern end of Beaune where the wines 
are fruitier and less tannic.  Soft, juicy red fruit combined with silky, ripe 
tannins.  Drink 2020-2025. 

  

Aloxe-Corton                                                                              JG12  150.00 

A more structured, firmer wine as a result of the high clay content in the 
soil.  Excellent, close-knit texture that requires time to open out but will 
be magnificent.  Drink 2021-2026. 

  

Volnay Vieilles Vignes                                                               JG13  150.00 

Open, aromatic wine that displays all the quality of top class Volnay.  
Beautiful red fruits and fine, silky tannins.  Drink 2020-2026. 

  

Pommard Vieilles Vignes                                                           JG14  175.00 

The most dense and concentrated wine in the Girard cellar from some 
of the oldest vines of the domaine.  Both red and black fruits with firm 
tannins.  Needs a few years to soften but will age wonderfully.   
Drink 2021-2026. 

  

Bourgogne Pinot Noir                                                                 JG15 13.00 70.00 

From the upper  slopes of the hillside.  Raspberry, blackcurrant and 
cherry in particular show themselves in this fine, youthful and light style 
of Bourgogne. Drink 2020-2022.  
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This  is  a true family  enterprise. Bertrand and    
Martine  Ambroise  head  up  a  21  hectare           
domaine ably assisted by their son François and 
daughter Ludivine.  The estate style is one of rich, 
opulent whites and full-bodied, powerful reds. 
After a small, frost-affected crop in 2016, yields 
happily returned to normal levels in 2017.  An  
increasing proportion of both whites and reds 
are now fermented and/or aged in larger 400 
litre casks, reducing the amount of oak flavour in 
the wines and allowing the fruit to shine through. 

Domaine Bertrand Ambroise 

Bertrand Ambroise 

White                                                                                                      Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Bourgogne Chardonnay                                                            BA1  71.00 

From vines in Nuits but on the lower-lying land between the route 
nationale and the railway line.  Vinified in a combination of foudres 
and 400 litre demi-muids, 30% of which are new oak.  Rich and opulent 
with lots of ripe, stone fruits.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Hautes Côtes de Nuits blanc                                                      BA2 16.00 82.00 

Same vinification as the Bourgogne Chardonnay but the higher 
altitude plots of the Hautes-Côtes give the wine its crisp acidity and 
finesse.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Saint Romain                                                                                BA3  129.00 

Vinified entirely in 400 litre demi-muids, of which 30% are new.  Rich 
and powerful but with lovely freshness.  Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Red                                                                                                            

Coteaux Bourguignons Lettre d’Eloïse Pinot Noir                     BA4  50.00 

From vines within the commune of Nuits Saint Georges but to the east 
of the railway line where the soil is heavier.  This is wonderfully juicy with 
plenty of fresh, red fruit and crunchy acidity.  Drink 2019-2022. 

  

Bourgogne Pinot Noir                                                                  BA5  70.00 

These vines lie just below Bertrand’s Nuits St Georges vineyards.   Aged 
in two and three year old foudres and demi-muids, this is ripe, generous 
and represents great value.  Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Bourgogne Pinot Noir Vieilles Vignes                                        BA6 15.00 80.00 

From a single plot of 45 year old vines.  50% whole bunch fermentation 
followed by ageing in 20% new oak demi-muids.  Drink 2021-2024. 
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Red                                                                                                           Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Côte de Nuits Villages                                                                  BA7  112.00 

These vines lie mid-slope, just a few hundred metres from Nuits St 
Georges 1er Cru Clos de la Maréchale.  Rich and powerful with intense, 
ripe fruit and a magnificent, succulent texture.  Drink 2021-2025. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges                                                                      BA8  170.00 

Consistently one of the best village Nuits Saint Georges.  Rich and gutsy 
with dense, close-knit texture and lovely mixture of red and black cherry 
fruit.  Has excellent ageing ability.  Drink 2022-2027. 

  

Beaune 1er Cru Les Tuvilains                                                       BA9  180.00 

Full-bodied, gutsy Beaune from a premier cru in the direction of       
Pommard. Aged in 50% new oak, this is firm and structured but with 
plenty of rich, ripe fruit.  Drink 2021-2026. 

  

Vosne-Romanée Aux Damaudes                                             BA10  235.00 

Only three barrels made from this splendid vineyard situated             
immediately above premier cru Malconsorts.  Aged two thirds in new 
oak, this is elegant and aromatic with smooth, silky tannins.    
Drink 2021-2027. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru En Rue de Chaux                        BA11  273.00 

The gravel and brown clay in the soil gives one of the densest and most 
tannic premiers crus of Nuits.  60% aged in new oak barrels resulting in a 
full-bodied, gutsy wine packed with rich, black fruit.  Drink 2023-2028. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Les Vaucrains                              BA12 58.00 307.00 

One of the very finest premiers crus of Nuits, this has been aged entirely 
in new, 400 litre demi-muids.  Wonderful depth and concentration with 
spectacular length on the finish.  Drink 2024-2030. 

  

Corton Le Rognet                                                                        BA13  307.00 

The most powerful wine in the Ambroise cellar.   Seriously impressive with 
masses of ripe fruit, a dense, close-knit texture and magnificently long 
aftertaste.  Drink 2024-2032. 

  

Clos Vougeot                                                                              BA14  725.00 

This comes from the Monpertuis part of the Clos and shows excellent 
depth and concentration.  Ripe, black fruits and has the depth and 
concentration to age magnificently.  Drink 2025-2033.   

  

Echezeaux                                                                                   BA15  900.00 

Will be aged for 18 months in new 228 litre oak barrels.  Wonderfully rich 
and generous, with an elegant, harmonious character. 
Drink 2024-2032. 
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Domaine Daniel Rion et Fils 

Red                                                                                                         Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Côte de Nuits Villages Mosaic                                                   DR1  102.00 

Aged in one year old barrels in order to let the fruit shine through.  This 
is fresh and juicy with a lovely, succulent texture.  Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges Les Grandes Vignes                                  DR2  162.00 

Most of Les Grandes Vignes is classified as premier cru but Rion’s sec-
tion is not, providing a great opportunity to buy premier cru quality at a 
village price.  This is a lovely, complete wine with ripe fruit, silky tannins 
and fresh acidity on the finish.  Drink 2021-2025. 

  

Vosne-Romanée                                                                         DR3  230.00 

Wine from three parcels, Hauts Beaumonts, Croix Blanche and Raviolles 
that are vinified together.  Sumptuous wine of great class and richness,  
succulent texture and long aftertaste.  Drink 2022-2026. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Les Vignes Rondes                       DR4  253.00 

Fine premier cru on the northern side of Nuits in the direction of Vosne.   
All the vines are over 45 years old.  Ripe, generous wine that combines 
the strength of Nuits with the elegance of Vosne.  Drink 2023-2027. 

  

Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Chaumes                                    DR5 51.00 265.00 

This superb premier cru adjoins grand cru La Tâche and shares the 
same majestic character.  Rich and succulent this has a beautiful, 
fleshy character and intense, long finish.  Drink 2023-2027. 

  

Clos Vougeot                                                                               DR6  520.00 

From vines in the Montpertuis section of the Clos. Impressive, close-knit 
texture.  Backward but will be magnificent. Drink 2024-2028. 

  

Echezeaux                                                                                   DR7  605.00 

Aged in two thirds new oak, this is rich and succulent with masses of 
vibrant, red fruit.  A lovely, complete wine.  Drink 2023-2028. 

  

Olivier Rion 

This 18 hectare estate is run by brothers and  
sister Olivier, Christophe and Pascale Rion. The 
emphasis is on succulent, aromatic wines with 
careful extraction of tannins.  To achieve this, 
the grapes are picked at full maturity, 100%     
de-stemmed and fermented at a relatively low 
temperature in order to extract the maximum of 
fruit.  The wines are then aged in 35% new oak 
for the village wines, 50% new oak for the    
premiers crus and 65% for the grands crus.   
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Red                                                                                                          Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Vosne-Romanée                                                                          PC1  200.00 

From a number of parcels throughout the village that are too small to 
vinify separately.  Delicious, ripe and open with complex mixture of red 
and black fruits and just the right amount of oak.  Drink 2022-2026. 

  

Vosne-Romanée Les Ormes                                                        PC2 43.00 227.00 

These vines are located in the heart of the appellation just between the 
village and the main road.  Fresh and aromatic, this has a wonderful, 
succulent texture and a long, sweet finish.  Drink 2022-2026. 

  

Vosne-Romanée Les Genaivrières                                             PC4  232.00 

Splendidly situated vineyard immediately below premier cru Clos des 
Réas.  Rich and juicy with excellent structure.  Drink 2023-2027. 

  

Vosne Romanée Aux Réas                                                          PC5  238.00 

Adjacent to, and at the same level on the slope, as premiers crus 
Chaumes and Clos des Réas.  Dense and concentrated with 
tremendous depth and class.  Finishes sweet and long.  Drink 2023-2027. 

  

Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru La Croix Rameau                              PC6  624.00 

There are only three owners in this tiny enclave situated within grand cru 
Romanée Saint Vivant.  Magnificent depth of flavour and an elegant, 
persistent finish.  Drink 2024-2029. 

  

Echezeaux                                                                                    PC7  624.00 

Vinified in 65% new oak and the rest in 1 and 2 year old barrels.  
Wonderful wine with a touch of toasty oak and plenty of ripe, juicy fruit.  
Fine, graceful finish with ability to age magnificently.  Drink 2024-2029. 

  

Just 100 metres to the north of Les Ormes in the direction of Clos 
Vougeot.  Beautiful freshness allied to dense, ripe, concentrated fruit.  A 
little leaner on the palate and longer on the finish.  Drink 2022-2026. 

  

Vosne Romanée Les Chalandins                                                PC3  227.00 

This is one of the few Vosne estates that vinify most 
of their parcels separately.  Patrice continues to 
destem all the grapes and buys all his barrels from 
tonnellerie François Frères in Saint Romain.  The style 
remains one of rich, ripe fruit allied to a healthy 
dose of new oak; 35% on the village wines rising to 
65% for the grand cru.   
Yields recovered in 2017 after a small crop in 2016 
and this is a fine range of wines from the most    
famous village of the Côte de Nuits. 

Domaine Jacques Cacheux et Fils 

Patrice Cacheux 
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Splendid,  ten  hectare  estate,  created  by 
Fernand Lécheneaut in the 1980s and now run by 
his  sons  Philippe and Vincent.   Vinification  is 
traditional with most of the fruit destemmed and  
given  a  five  day  cold  maceration  before 
fermentation  in  steel  and cement  vats  at  a 
maximum of 28C.  In 2017, Vincent was careful 
not to extract too much tannin so reduced the 
amount of pigeage and ran the wine off the skins 
after 15 days.  Ageing is in barrels from François 
Frères and Seguin-Moreau, whose fine-grained 
oak complements the wines.  These are rich, 
elegant examples from all the finest villages of 
the Côte de Nuits. 
 

Domaine Lécheneaut 

Red                                                                                                         Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Bourgogne Pinot Noir                                                                   LE1  82.00 

From three parcels in Nuits Saint Georges, this is one of the finest 
Bourgognes that I tasted this year. Rich and stylish with lovely, ripe fruit 
and high quality tannins.   
Drink 2020-2024. 

  

Chorey-lès-Beaune                                                                      LE2 26.00 137.00 

From 60 year old vines in Les Champs Longs, adjacent to the route 
nationale and close to the village of Aloxe-Corton.  The soil here has 
been deposited from the hill of Corton and gives a generous, fleshy 
wine full of red fruits and ripe tannins.  Drink 2021-2025. 

  

Morey Saint Denis                                                                         LE3  180.00 

Made from 40 year old vines and aged in 40% new oak barrels, this 
comes from a beautifully situated parcel above grand cru Clos Saint 
Denis and premier cru Chaffots.  Rich and succulent, with excellent 
freshness and vitality due to the vineyard’s high altitude.   
Drink 2021-2026. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges                                                                      LE4  180.00 

From numerous plots in different sectors of the appellation but with the 
majority dating from 1959 on the northern side of the village towards 
Vosne-Romanée.  Rich and dense with fine, close-knit texture and 
lovely, vividly fruity aftertaste.   
Drink 2021-2027. 

  

Vincent Lécheneaut 
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Red                                                                                                           Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Gevrey-Chambertin                                                                      LE5          192.00 

From two parcels; Les Charreux’ (70 year old vines) and Seuvrées’ (50 
year old vines) that total  0.5 hectares and complement one another.  
The strength of Charreux is tempered by the generosity of Seuvrées 
giving a fine, harmonious blend that has both structure and sweetness.  
Drink 2021-2027. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges ‘Au Chouillet’                                               LE6  209.00 

A single, 0.7 hectare parcel of 75 year old vines on the Vosne-Romanée 
side of the village.  Consistently superb quality so always vinified 
separately.  Dense and concentrated with wonderful mixture of red 
and black cherry fruit and a sweet, succulent finish.  Drink 2022-2028. 

  

Vosne-Romanée                                                                            LE7   214.00 

The domaine own 0.5 hectares of vines planted in the 1950s in ‘Les 
Ravioles’ - a warm, south-facing climat resulting in a juicy wine full of 
sweet, red fruit.   Fermented with 20% whole bunches.  A great success.   
Drink 2021-2027. 

  

Chambolle-Musigny                                                                      LE8  214.00 

The domaine owns 0.5 hectares of 70-80 year old vines in the village of 
Chambolle.  Aged in 30% new oak barrels, this is ripe and generous with 
a beautiful, succulent texture.  No rough edges, just pure, 
unadulterated fruit.  Drink 2021-2027. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Les Damodes                                  LE9  307.00 

The most northerly vines of Nuits Saint Georges, on the border with 
Vosne-Romanée.  Fragrant and aromatic with beautiful red and black 
cherry fruits.  Great finesse.   
Drink 2021-2028. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Les Pruliers                                    LE10  329.00 

The complex mixture of limestone and clay gives a full-bodied but 
harmonious wine with more tannin than Damodes but also great 
finesse.  The Lécheneauts own 0.5 hectares of 40+ year old vines in the 
cru.  Drink 2022-2028.  

  

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru                                                      LE11  329.00 

Two small premier cru parcels in Chambolle (Les Plantes and Les 
Borniques) are vinified together to give a splendid, succulent wine with 
masses of fruit and fine, silky tannins.  Will be delicious young but age 
magnificently.  Drink 2022-2028. 

  

Clos de la Roche                                                                         LE12  792.00 

Only one 350 litre demi-muid from François Frères made of this 
magnificent grand cru as the domaine own just one tenth of a hectare 
and the crop was reduced following a hail storm in July.  Beautiful, 
black fruits.  Deep, brooding and intense.  Drink 2023-2030. 

  



��  

Domaine des Perdrix 
Purchased in 1996 by Bertrand Devillard whose 
children,  Amaury  and Aurore,  now run  the    
estate.   They leave the day to  day wine-
making in the highly capable hands of Robert            
Vernizeau.   
The jewel in the crown is the quasi-monopole of 
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Aux Perdrix where 
the Devillards own 356 of the 360 rows of vines. 

Red                                                                                                         Bin no.        £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Nuits Saint Georges                                                                    DP1  222.00 

From 1.16 ha of vines on the northern side of Nuits Saint Georges in the 
parcels of Au Bas de Combe and Aux Barrières.  All the grapes are 
destemmed and the wine aged in 30% new oak barrels.  This is rich and 
generous with an attractive spicy finish.   
Drink 2021-2027. 

  

Vosne-Romanée                                                                         DP2  287.00 

From vines adjoining grands crus Échezeaux and Clos Vougeot.  This is 
sumptuous Vosne with impeccable breed and great depth of flavour.  
Drink 2022-2028. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Aux Perdrix                                   DP3  363.00 

Originally planted in 1922 at the unusually high density of 13,000 vines 
per hectare.  30% whole bunch fermentation producing a full-bodied, 
gutsy wine with powerful red and black fruits and an excellent finish. 
Drink 2023-2029. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Aux Perdrix ‘Les 8 Ouvrées’        DP4  499.00 

The section of Aux Perdrix planted with the oldest vines dating from 
1922.  Comprising 8 ouvrées (1 ouvrée = 0.0428 hectares), these 
venerable vines give a magnificent, sumptuous wine of great power 
and concentration.  Drink 2024-2030. 

  

Echezeaux                                                                                    DP5  855.00 

The Devillards own two plots in Echezeaux-Dessus and Quartier de Nuits 
totalling 1.14 hectares of this famous grand cru.  Fermented with 40% 
whole bunches in 2017 and then aged in 90% new oak barrels.  This is 
intensely concentrated with impressive, dark fruit and ripe tannins.  
Superb length on the finish, will age magnificently. 
Drink 2024-2030. 

  

Bertrand Devillard 



 �� 

Domaine Henri Gouges 

White                                                                                                    Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru La Perrière                                    HG1  450.00e 

A rare, white Nuits made from a mutation of pinot noir discovered by 
the domaine in the 1940s.  Crisp and fresh with a distinct, aromatic 
character and lovely, peachy fruit on the palate.  Drink 2020-2024.  

  

Red   

Nuits Saint Georges                                                                     HG2  244.00e 

Vines from eight different parcels in Nuits. The vineyards are grassed 
over between the rows in order to restrict the vines’ vigour.  Rich and 
generous with deliciously ripe, red fruit and silky tannins. Drink 2022-2028.  

  

Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Clos des Porrets St Georges             HG3  313.00e 

At 3.7 hectares, this is one of the largest monopoles in the Côte de 
Nuits.  Dense and concentrated wine with intense fruit and firm but ripe 
tannins.  Built to last.  Drink 2023-2030. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Les Pruliers                                    HG4 76.00 400.00 

Adjacent to Clos des Porrets but the 50 year old vines give a  wine with 
extra flesh and generosity.  Wonderful spicy nose and splendid fruit on 
the finish.  Drink 2023-2030. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Les Vaucrains                               HG5  532.00 

The domaine owns one hectare of this spectacular premier cru.  The 
meagre soils ensure yields are low even in generous vintages such as 
2017.  A powerful, gutsy wine with excellent tannic structure and long 
aftertaste.  Drink 2024-2032. 

  

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Les Saint Georges                        HG6  744.00 

The most famous premier cru in the village and, with Vaucrains, the 
finest.  The domaine owns 1.08 hectares, planted in 1961.  Intensely 
concentrated and rich, with masses of red and black fruit allied to fully 
ripe tannins and fresh acidity.  The complete Nuits.  Drink 2024-2032. 

  

Grégory Gouges is in charge of the wine-making 
assisted by his cousin Antoine.  The wines are 100% 
destemmed and Grégory uses just 20% new oak for all 
his wines.  The local tonnellerie Sirugue supply the barrels 
with the majority of the oak coming from the Châtillon 
region of northern Burgundy.  After the small, frost-
affected crop in 2016, Gregory happily harvested a 
normal 38-40 hl/ha in 2017.   

Grégory Gouges 



��  

Frédéric Magnien (right)  is the fifth generation to run the 
family estate based in Morey-Saint-Denis. He has          
expanded the domaine from 4 to 18 hectares with the 
whole estate being farmed biodynamically since 2010.  
The wine-making has also evolved.  A significant part of 
the crop is now aged in 160 litre clay amphorae which 
Frédéric feels give wines with purer, more harmonious 
flavours.  

Domaine Michel Magnien 

Frédéric Magnien  

Red                                                                                                         Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Fixin                                                                                             MM1 21.00 113.00 

One of the few wines in the Magnien cellar to have been aged entirely 
in traditional oak barrels.  Rich and spicy with lovely mixture of red and 
black fruits.  Firm but ripe tannins guarantee longevity.  Drink 2021-2026. 

  

Marsannay Mogottes                                                                MM2  120.00 

A monopole of the domaine from the northernmost village of the Côte 
de Nuits.  80% of the bunches are destemmed giving a rich, ripe, 
succulent texture to the wine.  Drink 2021-2025. 

  

Morey Saint Denis                                                                      MM3  142.00 

From four parcels; Bas Cheneverey, Clos Solon, Crais and Cognées.  
42% of the crop was aged in clay amphorae.  Lovely, dense, rich wine 
from this lesser-known but great value village.  Drink 2021-2027. 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin Les Seuvrées Vieilles Vignes                 MM4  192.00 

Morey Saint Denis 1er Cru Climats d’Or                                  MM5  222.00 

Charmes-Chambertin                                                               MM6  647.00 

Vines from the Mazoyères section of Charmes-Chambertin.  61% whole 
bunches and 38% aged in amphorae.  Carefully extracted wine with 
vibrant, black fruits and succulent texture.  Drink 2023-2030. 

  

From vines planted in 1942, Les Seuvrées lies adjacent to grand cru  
Mazoyères-Chambertin.  Higher percentage of barrel ageing (60%)  
giving a richer, more tannic wine with generous fruit.  Drink 2022-2028. 

  

Top quality Morey from a selection of the village’s finest premiers crus.  
29% of the crop aged in clay amphorae.  Rich and concentrated with 
intense fruit and an impressive, long aftertaste.  Drink 2023-2028. 

  

Clos de la Roche                                                                       MM7  689.00 

From 55 year old vines in this famous grand cru.  29% whole bunch 
fermentation and 46% aged in amphorae.  Rich and concentrated 
with excellent length on the finish.  Will age superbly.  Drink 2024-2032. 

  



 �� 

Domaine Rossignol-Trapet 

Nicolas  and  David  Rossignol  converted  to 
biodynamic viticulture in 2004 and produce wines 
with great depth and concentration.   In 2017, they 
picked from the 7th to the 13th September and had 
similarly generous yields to 2009 and 2015 (around 
40hl/ha).  They continue to use one third new oak for 
the premiers crus and up to two thirds for the grands 
crus  with  their  barrels  sourced  from  tonnelleries 
Chassin, Rousseau and François Frères.   Nicolas Rossignol 

Red                                                                                                           Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes                                            RT1 35.00 187.00 

45-85 year old vines from three different sectors within the appellation: 
Craies, Village and Jouises.  60% whole bunch fermentation this year 
resulting in a rich, gutsy wine with lovely, ripe tannins.  Drink 2022-2027. 

  

Beaune 1er Cru Les Teurons                                                         RT2  217.00 

15% new oak used to age this generous, fruity wine.  Succulent, juicy 
texture with particularly fine, velvety tannins.  Drink 2021-2027. 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Prieur                                     RT3  382.00 

Well situated just below grand cru Mazis-Chambertin.  30% new oak 
used to mature this most elegant of wines.  Concentrated, red fruits and 
fine length on the finish.  Drink 2021-2028. 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Petite Chapelle                             RT4  382.00 

A fuller-bodied, more tannic wine as a result of the higher clay content 
in the soil.  Excellent depth of flavour and finishes sweet and long.   
Drink 2022-2029. 

  

Latricières-Chambertin                                                                 RT5  622.00 

Latricières is later to ripen and as a result retains fine acidity, an 
advantage in hot summers such as 2017.  This is  a fine, full-bodied, 
concentrated wine with a lovely, fresh finish.   
Drink 2022-2031. 

  

Chambertin                                                                                    RT7  980.00 

The domaine owns 1.6 ha of this magnificent grand cru.   Dense and 
brooding, this is closed at the moment but will age magnificently.   
Drink 2023-2032. 

  

Chapelle-Chambertin                                                                   RT6  622.00 

The oldest vines on this sunny, early ripening site date back to 1924.  
Opulent, powerful wine with magnificent fruit and rich, sumptuous 
texture.  Drink 2022-2031. 

  



��  

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini 
Florence Heresztyn has taken over her share of 
the family domaine, aided by her Champenois         
husband Simon Mazzini and the quality since 
2012 has been transformed.   
Florence continues to experiment with 
fermenting whole bunches (minimum of 50% in 
each cuvée), varying the proportion of stems 
according to the vintage and the character of 
each individual wine.  
After a small, frost-hit crop in 2016, 2017 sees a 
welcome return to the yields obtained in 2015. 

White                                                                                                        Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Bourgogne Chardonnay                                                             HM1  113.00 

From two plots (Nouroy and Pince-Vin) within Gevrey Chambertin 
where there is more limestone and iron in the soil, which makes them 
well-suited to chardonnay.   Fermented and aged for twelve months in 
25% new oak barrels.  Spicy and aromatic on the nose, rich and       
succulent on the palate.  Absolutely delicious for drinking relatively 
young.  Drink 2019-2021. 

  

Red                                                                                                              

Bourgogne Pinot Noir                                                                  HM2  113.00 

All from vines within the commune of Gevrey-Chambertin and a brilliant 
example of Bourgogne.  Aged in three and four year old barrels to  
preserve the maximum of fruit.  Delicious, juicy wine with masses of fresh 
red berry fruit.    
Drink 2020-2023. 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes                                          HM3  240.00 

These  vines  are  over  65  years  old  and  produce  a  full-bodied,             
concentrated wine.  50% whole bunches used in fermentation followed 
by ageing for one year in 25% new oak.   Rich and sumptuous.  
Drink 2021-2026. 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Les Songes                      HM4  256.00 

From two plots (En Songes and Les Gueulepines) on the northern side of 
Gevrey where the soils are cooler and have more clay.  75% whole 
bunches used resulting in a bold, tannic wine with excellent structure.  
Needs time to open up but will be magnificent. 
Drink 2022-2027. 

  

Simon Mazzini 



 �� 

Red                                                                                                           Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru La Perrière                                   HM7  375.00 

A small, little-known but splendid premier cru just below the grand cru of 
Mazis-Chambertin.  50% whole bunch fermentation followed by a year’s 
ageing in 30%  new oak barrels.  Splendid, harmonious wine with real 
succulence and freshness. 
Drink 2022-2029. 
 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Les Champonnets                      HM8  375.00 

The most structured and ageworthy of the domaine’s premiers crus.  
70% whole bunches.  Solid and intense with wonderful, dark fruits.  Not 
as open as La Perrière but has even greater potential. 
Drink 2023-2030. 
 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Les Goulots                                  HM9  375.00 

From high on the slope near the border with Brochon.  This is always the 
last plot to be picked and has a fine, lean character complemented by 
great length on the finish.  Beautifully fresh and precise.   
Drink 2023-2029. 
 

  

Morey Saint Denis 1er Cru Millandes                                       HM10  383.00 

70% whole bunches, 30% new oak.  Millandes lies just below Clos Saint 
Denis  and  produces  a  magnificent  wine,  even  richer  than  the 
domaine’s  Gevrey  premiers  crus.   Sweet  and  ripe  with  dense, 
concentrated fruit and particularlly fine tannins.   
Drink 2023-2030. 
 

  

Clos Saint Denis                                                                         HM11  944.00 

Only 4 barrels made of this sumptuous wine.  60% whole bunches and 
50% new oak.  Sweet and generous with an impressive, close-knit 
texture.   
Drink 2023-2031. 

  

Chambolle-Musigny                                                                   HM6  269.00 

The Heresztyns own just 0.18 hectares of vines in Chambolle that give a 
delightful, fresh, harmonious wine, full of red fruits.  100% whole bunches 
which has given extra vitality and structure.   
Drink 2022-2027. 
  

  

Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Les Jouises                      HM5   256.00 

These vines are on the southern end of the appellation from two 
parcels;  Jouise and Fourneau.   The 60+ year old vines give great depth  
and generosity allied to excellent tannic structure.   
Drink 2022-2027. 
 

  



��  

Jean-Marie continues to destem all his fruit in    
contrast to the trend throughout much of the Côte 
de Nuits which is to retain a significant proportion 
of whole bunches.  In 2017, harvesting started on 
7th September, one of the earliest vintages of the 
past fifteen years.  All the red wines are aged for 
twelve months in 20% new oak casks, principally 
from tonnellerie Cadus, followed by three to six 
months in stainless steel vats.  With yields returning 
to the levels of 2014, Jean-Marie was careful not to     
extract too much tannin.  This is a lovely range of 
wines, one of the most elegant of the Côte de 
Nuits. 

Domaine Jean-Marie Fourrier 

Jean-Marie Fourrier 

Red                                                                                                     Bin no.  £ per  
Bottle  

IN BOND 

£ per case 
(6x75cl) 
IN BOND 

Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes                                           JF1  327.00 

From 3 hectares spread over 12 parcels including Champerrier, Jouises 
and Les Crais.  Vines are on average 60 years old and this is one of the 
very best Gevreys produced in the village.  Drink 2023-2028� 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Cherbaudes                                 JF3  639.00 

The domaine’s only premier cru on the southern side of Gevrey       
adjoining the grands crus.  Open and aromatic with masses of red fruits 
and ripe, generous texture.  Drink 2023-2029. 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Goulots                                         JF4  701.00 

From the cooler, northern side of Gevrey, Goulots is also one of the 
highest altitude premiers crus.  Beautifully fresh with lean structure and 
precise fruit flavour.  Drink 2023-2029. 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Combe Aux Moines                    JF5  765.00 

Adjacent to Goulots, Combe aux Moines has a similar stony soil but its 
more sheltered position gives a fuller-bodied wine with a little extra 
richness and generosity.  Drink 2023-2030. 

  

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Saint Jacques                      JF6  1546.00 

The oldest vines were planted in 1910 and this is often the finest wine of 
the domaine.  Gloriously rich and aromatic, this is consistently one of 
the finest wines of the Côte de Nuits.  Drink 2024-2032.  

  

Chambolle-Musigny                                                                    JF2  327.00 

80 year old vines give a lovely, creaminess to this rich, succulent wine 
which is softer and more forward than the domaine’s Gevreys.   
Drink 2022-2027. 
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